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By NORA HOWE

British fashion house Burberry is questioning the idea of love and freedom in a new introspective film, shot before
the autumn/winter 2021 menswear presentation.

Filmed by Marc Isaacs, "At a Distance" captures various individuals on the street, in staircases, and in courtyards
near the brand's flagship store in London. Throughout the short, each person is prompted to answer and reflect on
questions regarding freedom and love.

"Burberry has long been a bold brand pushing boundaries, straying from the norm and simply being authentically
Burberry," said Lexy Wright, director of business development at Pixlee, San Fransisco. "Freedom is a term that is
familiar to many, but a feeling experienced by few.

"This campaign was raw, unfiltered and invigorating by sharing the minds of team Burberry, rather than just the
faces," she said. "This comes as no surprise, as there is such an emotive connection to Burberry for those who know
it well."

At A Distance
The three-and-a-half minute long vignette was shot in the style of a documentary, in which the audience can hear
comments from the filmmaker as he speaks with his subjects.

"The format in which it was created was genuine and makes viewers feel like there are there in the moment, rather
than a highly produced and curated piece of media," Ms. Wright said. "I think Burberry is ahead of many luxury
fashion houses in the ways that it approaches its content and community.

"Consumers appreciate vulnerability and connection, and by leveraging the Burberry community, this storytelling is
very powerful."

"At a Distance" opens on a woman standing near the facade of a building, and a young man with a boom mic stands
six-feet away from her, just close enough to pick up her audio. A collection of shots of different people follows,
showing a similar setup.
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At A DistanceBurberry

Shouting from across streets and sidewalks, Mr. Isaacs asks, "What makes you feel free?"

Some responses were lighthearted and fun, such as "when I'm at the beach" and "skinny dipping," while others were
more pensive, such as "I never feel free" and "love brings me freedom."

In the second half of the video, Mr. Isaacs poses the idea of love. He asks one woman, "are you in love with
anyone?" and she responds, "Of course I am in love with myself."

He asks a young man, "have you ever been in love?" to which the young man nervously responds "once" while
laughing hysterically.

Intersection near the Burberry Regent Street flagship s tore in London. Image credit: Burberry

When asked "what makes you feel free," some individuals said the wilderness and independence, while others said
friends and music. In a quick moment, Mr. Isaacs catches a response from Burberry CEO Marco Gobbetti who says
he feels most free in nature.

"I feel most free at night," says a young man at the conclusion of the video. "When you're asleep, just before you're
about to go to bed in that dream state that's when I think freedom hits you the most.

"You know you can go literally anywhere once you fall into your dreams."

Real connections
In efforts to connect authentically with consumers, luxury fashion brands have turned away from the traditional
product-pushing marketing campaigns and adopted more creative and interactive ways of fostering personal
relationships with their audiences.

Italian fashion house Prada opened the conversation with its spring/summer 2021 "Dialogues" campaign which
encouraged consumers to answer and reflect on profound questions through the brand's web site.

The campaign examined the influence of technology and how fashion echoes the realities of a contemporary
society, with an assist from user-generated content (see story).

In April 2020, British fashion label Alexander McQueen launched #McQueenCreators, an innovative and stimulating
social media-driven concept aimed to engage its audience on a weekly basis.

Each week, the brand asked its creative community to work together from home on a series of projects, such as
sketching the autumn/winter 2019 Rose dress (see story).

"At a Distance" plays on similar ruminative and inquisitive themes, which have added resonance in the current
climate.

"This campaign captured exactly where we are as humans today," Pixlee's Ms. Wright said. "In some ways, feeling a
lack of freedom due to COVID-19, but the underlying tone of feeling freedom as emotion was so present.

"Ideas like love, dreams, solitude and nature were recurring and felt instinctual," she said. "It's  rare to see these
thoughts come to life in real-time from a brand."
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